Press Release
Holders transfer ownership of Vector Informatik
GmbH to two foundations

Stuttgart, GERMANY, 2011-10-07 – The four owners of the Stuttgartbased company Vector Informatik GmbH have transferred their
business shares to a family foundation and a non-profit foundation.
Taking this step safeguards the long-term independence of Vector and
ensures that in future the automotive electronics specialist can
continue to freely orient its business decisions towards meeting the
needs of customers and markets.

In August 2011, the two foundations were admitted (acknowledged) by the
regional

administrative

authority

of

Stuttgart

(‘Regierungspräsidium

Stuttgart’). Employees at Vector’s headquarters in Stuttgart were informed of
the ownership transfer at a brief celebratory meeting where the growing
company also welcomed its 1,000th employee.

The non-profit foundation, known as the ‘Vector Stiftung’, was endowed by
company founders Eberhard Hinderer, Martin Litschel and Dr. Helmut
Schelling, and it will receive 60% of the company’s shares. The family
foundation, the ‘Vector Familienstiftung’, which was endowed by Dr. Thomas
Beck as well, retains the remaining 40%, but consolidates 94% of voting
rights. The management of the Vector Group is unchanged. It will continue
to be managed by its current four partners – now via the ‘Vector
Familienstiftung’.

“Taking this step ensures a solid, long lasting basis upon which Vector can
continue to develop and grow. This guarantees long-term continuity to our
employees, as well as our customers and partners,” says Dr. Thomas Beck.
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“Along with continuity, the foundation concept also guarantees that company
profits will be reinvested in a meaningful and socially balanced way,” adds
Dr. Helmut Schelling.

The goals of the Vector non-profit foundation are to support research for
environmentally-friendly mobility concepts, promote the development of
young academics and support social institutions.

[Figure: Top management at Vector Informatik GmbH: Eberhard Hinderer, Dr. Thomas Beck, Dr.
Helmut Schelling, Martin Litschel]
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www.vector.com/press
We would appreciate a print copy of the published material.
If you have any questions before publication please feel free to contact us.
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Vector Informatik, Germany (Article available in English and German)
Ms. Heike Tippenhauer,
Tel. +49 711 80670-5203, Fax. +49 711 80670-585203,
E-mail: heike.tippenhauer@vector.com
Vector CANtech, North America (Article available in English)
Ms. Angela Ferrero,
Tel. +1 248 504 6447, Fax. +1 248 449 9704,
E-mail: angela.ferrero@vector.com
Vector GB Ltd., Great Britain (Article available in English)
Mr. Uwe Gerlinger,
Tel. +44 7530 264701,
E-mail: uwe.gerlinger@vector.com
Vector France (Article available in French)
Ms. Françoise Dessertine,
Tel. +33 1 4 231 4000, Fax. +33 1 4 231 4009,
E-mail: francoise.dessertine@vector.com
Vector Scandinavia, Sweden (Article available in Swedish)
Mr. Henrik Pihlgren,
Tel. +46 31 764 76 10, Fax. +46 31 764 76 19,
E-mail: henrik.pihlgren@vector.com
Vector Japan (Article available in Japanese)
Mr. Shinsuke Yokoyama
Tel. +81 3 5769 7825, Fax. +81 3 5898 6975,
E-mail: shinsuke.yokoyama@vector.com
Vector Korea (Article available in Korean)
Mr. Ronald Yang,
Tel. +82 2 2028 0602, Fax. +82 10 4109 2029
E-mail: ronald.yang@vector.com
Vector China (Article available in Chinese)
Ms. Vivian Chen
Tel. +86 21 6432 5353 102, Fax. +86 21 6432 5308
E-mail: vivian.chen@vector.com

About Vector Group (Revised: October 1, 2011):
Vector is the leading manufacturer of software tools and software components for networking of
electronic systems based on CAN, LIN, FlexRay, Ethernet and MOST as well as multiple CAN
based protocols.
The Vector know-how is reflected in a wide range of tools as well as in integrated consulting
services with software and systems engineering. Workshops and seminars complete the manifold
training program.
Customers from the automotive engineering, the commercial vehicle, aerospace, transportation
and control technologies around the world trust in the solutions and products from the
independently-owned Vector Group.
Vector Informatik GmbH was founded in 1988. About 1,010 employees work for Vector Informatik
and Vector Consulting Services in Stuttgart or in one of the subsidiaries in USA, Japan, France,
Great Britain, Sweden, the Republic of Korea, India and China. The group’s revenue in 2010 was
155 million Euros.
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